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Petrif'ied wood; together Yd.th some fine agate ha.a been foad OTer t~ rears 

at random places in the eountrr surrounding Brogan, Ironside and Vnitr, This 

region has n«er been noted, howe-rer, for anr special source areas such as COllm8Dd 

the attention of the rock-hound fraternity at large elsewhere in ea.stem Oregon, 
• 

Jl'or thi.s reason the recent discovery of' .in-place Jasper ocmarrences trOll which SOiie 

very excellen.t banded agate and jasper has been recovered may be or more than 

passing interest. 

'fbe oceurrences are situated about midway- between Unity aad Ironside. They 

consists 0£' jasper bodies in an acid volcanic rock that can be rougbly cla.ssiried as 

rhyolltic. The jasper is typically light bro1m in color, wt gradations to • 

whitish said.-agate phase a.re cOIIUJIQn. SeaJIS and nodule-like bunches of agate &re 

interspersed throughout the mass. To date an inauf'fieient aJ.D.0'\1Dt or cutting has 

been done to properlf eva.J.ua.te the potentialities or all the agate variations 

present, but some ver, attractive settings have been made from banded agate and 

jasper. The jasper in this variety comes in both red and brown hues, and the 

banding pattern is close and intricate. The bulk of the pcsre agate is dense and 

light blue to colorless• A small percentage of this is obviousJ.r of cutting grade, 

but whether some of the less obvious phases w11l pl'OV'e attractive for jewlery 

purposes ia something that hasn't been established as yet.. There is also a 

considerable\abmldance of mixed agate and jasper in whioh the com:ponents grade 

:tntb each other and occur in rather large irregular shaped forms without banding 

or indiVid:tlal internal pattern-. Some exception.ally attractive sets have been 

ma.de from select pieces of this material. 

a interesting el•ent is added to the picture in the form of evidence that ---

the Indians found and mined these oecurt'ences years ago. Very brien,, all of 
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these occurrences are in caves. These are without doubt in part natural as small 

caves and ragged crevices are common in rhy'olitic rocks, but that they have been 

enlarged by mining is indicated by the presence of crude "drifts," "raises" and 

"stopes" all of which have followed seams of agate and jasper. Otherwise the 

most conslusive evidence is the dumps of agate and jasper fragments which occur 

outside near the portals. These are quite clean cut in their bounds, meaning 

that like material is not present everywhere in the area outside of the portals, 

and it seems quite obvious that they represent sites where larger chunks were 

cobbed down. A few jasper arrow points- have been found, but in general the 

dumps are comprsied of rather large (2 to 3 inch) fragments which suggests that 

the actual task of arrow making was conducted elsewhere. Why much of the 

material in the dumps was not considered as suitable and packed off accordingly, 

is not clear, and the absence of larger stone implements, or tools, is also a 

8.)rateey unless they have already been picked up by collectors. What may be 

found by future exploration is of course problematical, but it can be depended 

on that the discover, Mr. W.R. Parker, of Unity, will be on the lookout for 

Indian artifacts a well as agate, and if finds of unusual merit are made the 

information will be passed along to the readers of this phamphl.et. 
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